
Large Group Team Buildings
Create a delicious gourmet meal with no recipes, no kitchen, and no training by booking one of our 
most popular flagship  team-building exercises! Impossible as it may seem, it's true that you can 
enjoy a unique bonding experience for your large group too!
• Cooking Team Building: 2 to 4 Hours (depending on your needs and schedule)
• Group Size: 100 to 800 Participants
• Location: 
  —Hotels & Resort Ballrooms
  —Conference Center Rooms
  —Resort Property: Tented Beach, Waterfront, Gardens, etc...
  —Dining & Training Rooms
• Background Environment: CEO Chef's Customized Music Playlist
• Team Outcome: Multi-Cultural Gourmet Buffet as your group’s meal or pre-dinner 
appetizers that everyone enjoys.

• Fun is the secret weapon to our process for your teamʼs 
transformation. Even though we take your team building program 
very seriously, we know that by  creating an environment of fun, your 
group will open up to new ideas and feelings about the people that 
they work with in a very short amount of time. 
So think of it as fun with a purpose!

• We all eat, so food and cooking is the common denominator to 
bring all people together. Gaining quick rapport and accelerate your 
team bonding process.

• Your whole program is orchestrated around your conference or 
meeting schedule so that your group first experiences a fun, action-
packed team cooking process, followed by  an incredible (as well as 
delicious) team outcome that incorporates a passive team bonding 
process, then tied together with a powerful message shared through 
your individual team debriefs and reiterated by CEO Chef founder Jim 
Connolly. So the transformation that your team “feels” during the 

•  “If you can do this cooking team building exercise 
with all the success youʼve enjoyed and with all 
the challenges that could have held you back; 
what can you do as a collective team back in your 
own work life?” Of course, the answer resonates 
within everyone: “Anything!”

Call Now for your: 
Free Consultation/Quote/Estimate

Call or Contact us:  
888-308-TEAM (8326)

info@ceochef.com

“We had a wonderful event with our 120 people from our 
Strategies Development Team from Cargill, a 130,000 
employees world wide. CEO Chef did a great job 
organizing this event for us. We are very pleased with the 
outcome and hope to work with them in the future!”
-Andre Cary, Cargill

action process is brought to light and understood 
consciously by the conclusion of your program with 
your lead trainer asking the most important 
question of the day...
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